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4 Novelty Books

Step by Step Collection
In these collection of nine stories the little ones will learn some of the most important things they
need to know at their age, such as the importance of brushing their teeth, taking a bath, or going to
bed when it's time, and they will do so accompanied by a whole gang of cute little animals!

I want to take a
bath

Let’s go to bed!

It’s time to eat

Brushing my teeth

With
handles
and flaps!

All titles have been supervised by
early childhood educators.
They are interactive and
fun: children play and help
the little animals.

Bye pacifier

They are cardboard stories
with a handle so that the little ones
can carry them from one place
to another.
With fun, eye-catching illustrations
that stand out against the
background to capture babies'
attention.

No nappy

I can dress myself

Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

I play and pick up

Playing without a
screen

Click here

Author & Illustrator:
Esther Burgueño
+2 years old
10 pages
Format: 14,5 x 17,5 cm.
with final flap
Published by:
Editorial El pirata – English,
Spanish & Catalan
Rights sold:
Deagostini - Italian
Key words: Habits,
First Concepts
Material in English
Eligible for the Institut
Ramon Llull’s Grant
Available for co-edition

With a flap on the last page that
can be opened to see the before
and after of learning to overcome
different challenges.
It's an ideal collection to
encourage little ones to overcome
their first challenges, just like
the little animals in them!

5 Novelty Books

My First Myths Series

!

NEW

A series that adapts
mythology into
entertaining and
adventurous stories
in a humorous and
interactive way.
Children can participate
in the story through
sliders and wheels that
contribute to what
happens in the story.
With lots of cute and
funny details.

Click here

Author: Chiara Patsias
Illustrator: Mattia Cerato
+3 years old
12 pages
Format: 18 x 18 cm.
Published by:
Timun Mas – Spanish
Estrella Polar – Catalan
Rights sold:
Kaktos Publications - Greek
V&R Editora - Portuguese (Brazil)
Key words: Mythology
Material in English
Available for co-edition

A series created for little children to enter in the world of classic mythology, and to
start being familiar not only with the more representative characters but also with
great stories in a funny and interactive way. Each book focus in one character and tells
different adapted stories to understand their lives with funny twists. Adapted for little
children but with trustworthy information.
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

With
sliders and
wheels!

6 Novelty Books

Doctor's bag

!

NEW

Be ready to turn the early
readers into early doctors!
This wonderfully created
set allows readers to learn
about medicine and, most
importantly, to join the
medical team and interact
with them!
With lots of cute and
funny details.

Click here

Author: Susie Brooks
Illustrator: Dawn Machell
+3 years old
12 pages
Format: 18 x 18 cm.
Published by: Elephant & Bird books
Bruño – Spanish
Bruixola– Catalan
Editions Quatre Fleuves - French
Rights handled for Italy and Germany. Any
other rights need to be acquired through
the proprietor.
Key words: Medicine, healthcare
Material in English
Available for co-edition

Want to be a doctor? Here's the unique chance to do so immediately! You can join the
medical team and interact with the patiens of this story-book, and you can play with
all the pieces too! With incredible flaps and rich materials, this is perfect for take-along
adventures and imaginary play!
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

With
sliders
and funny
elements

7 Novelty Books

Happy faces
!

NEW
Ideal for social
developement
With flaps to stiumalte
fine motor skills and a
mirror to focus baby's
eyes.

With
mirrors to
pracitce
expressions!

Click here

Author and Illustrator: Susie Brooks and
Nina Ghataora
+0 years old
7 pages
Format: 10 x 20 cm.
Published by: Elephant & Bird books
Rights handled for Italy, France, Spanish,
Portugal and Germany. Any other rights
need to be acquired through the proprietor.
Key words: Faces, Social development,
feelings, gestures
Material in English
Available for co-edition

These charming, interactive board books encourage babies to recognise different
features whilst seeing their own face in a mirror! Boldly illustrated with adorable animal
characters and colours that will captivate developing eyes.

Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

8 Novelty Books

Inside the
Museum Mazes

A game and knowledge book. It
includes flaps and mazes. The aim
is to show children the different
modern art movements and their
main artists, in a way that will
encourage readers to visit museums.
Art Movements: Impressionism,
Postimpressionism, Fauvism,
Expressionism, Cubism, Surrealism,
Abstract Art and Pop Art

With
flaps and
mazes!

Click here

Author & Illustrator: Luisa Vera
+4 years old
36 pages
Format: 29 x 29 cm.
Published by:
Combel Editorial – Spanish & Catalan

A dad and his child go to a modern art museum. But somehow the kid gets invited
to follow a maze in order to find out the way out to the next room. The tour soon
turns into an incredible maze adventure. Readers will visit the museum through
exciting and colourful scenes that can be explored to trace along the mazes on every
double page. In each one there is a recognizable artist style to spot. Readers will
explore modern art through amazing mazes full of details of painters. And will be
able to know more about the artist when lifting the flaps.
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

Rights sold:
Schffer Publishing - English (World)
Quatre Fleuves – French
Franco cosimo Panini – Italian
Posts and Telecom Press - S. Chinese
Key words: Modern Art, Museum
Material in English
Available for co-edition

9 Board Books

Emotions Collection
A collection of board books for little children to start learning about their emotions and also a guide for respectful parenting.

!

NEW

The cirlce

A book to understand
that there are many more
similarities bonding us,
than things that make us
different

Disconnected

A book to learn to manage
the excessive use of
screens and devices.

More than
100.000
copies sold!

Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

Welcome, Mr. Discomfort

I have a Volcano

A story to help children
A book that helps children
understand their emotions, understand and manage
anger.
especially jealousy.

Bye Bye Breast

Baba, I don’t want to sleep

A story to accompany the
A book with an infallittle ones at the moment
lible secret to achieve
of giving up breast-feeding. a good night sleep
Click here

Míriam Tirado is a conscious and respectful parenting
consultant with years of experience and 79,7k followers on
Instagram and around the world!

Author: Míriam Tirado
Illustrator: Joan Turu
+1 years old
26 pages
Format: 17,5 x 22 cm.
Published by:
El cep i la nansa - Spanish & Catalan
Key words: Emotions, Family,
Technology
Material in English and French
Eligible for Institut Ramon Llull’s
Translation Grant

10 Picture Books

Little celebrities collection
A collection of picture books that is ideal for introducing great historical characters that have achieved greatness, and the instruments that helped them do so.

Emily Dickinson's desk

Emily Dickinson is one of the
most-read poets of all time,
and this is the ideal story for
children to get to know who
she was.
Ernest Shackleton’s story is
one that focuses on tenacity,
courage and the importance
of caring for one another.

Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

Shackleton's Boat

Author: David Aceituno
Illustrators: Srta M. , Julia Bereciartu,
Esther Gili, Jotaka
+6 years old
32 pages
Format: 23 x 29 cm.
Published by
Astronave - Spanish
Key words: Famous people, important
feats, discoveries, personalities, culture,
objects

Galilei's Telescope

Nina Simone's Piano

Children will learn about
Galileo’s discoveries and
how he laid the groundwork
for modern astronomy and
physics.
Learn about Nina Simone’s
life, a woman who foughtfor
African American civil rights
through music.

11 Picture Books

The black sheep

!

NEW

This book encourages a
positive routine for all
children who have difficulty
going to sleep.
Bruna, the little black sheep,
is nothing if not persistent,
and fights for her dreams.
Jotaká is a celebrated
illustrator that has achieved
great publishing success
Author: Magela Ronda
Illustrator: Jotaká
+4 years old
40 pages
Format: 20 x 29 cm.
Published by
Astronave - Spanish
Key words: Sleeping problems, adventure,
night time, dreams.

Every night, when the moon rises and it is
time for the children to go to bed, Mr Dream
brings the
sheep together to help send the children to
sleep, but he never calls on Bruna, the black
sheep.
However, tonight will prove to be a different
story, because Bruna decides to take action;
she has
her own ideas about the best way to go to
sleep and, above all, to dream.

Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

12 Picture Books

The enchanted flowerpot
!

NEW

A magical story about nature,
family summers and the
importance of doing the right
thing.
Esther Gili’s watercolour
illustrations of colourful green
plants whisk you away to the
Great Forest and Aunt Celia’s
greenhouse.
Nara and Lucas are two
characters with a whole lot of
determination and courage.

Author: Gemma Camblor
Illustrator: Esther Gili
+3 years old
32 pages
Format: 23 x 29 cm.
Published by
Astronave - Spanish
Key words: Magic, adventure,
planting, crops, determination,
sibilings.

Nara and Lucas always summer at
their aunt Celia’s. However, a bug
infestation wipes out their aunt’s
crops and they run out of jams to
sell. In search of a solution, Nara and
Lucas head into the Great Forest
in the hopes of finding a Bostildo,
a magical creature, to help them.

Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

13 Picture Books

What if?
!

NEW

Everything is not what it
seems!
A spellbinding album for the
whole family, children and
parents alike will enjoy it.
A story that will awaken the
imagination and creativity of
the reader.

Author: Giovanni Di Gregorio
Illustrator: Enrique Fernández
+4 years old
40 pages
Format: 25.4 x 25.4 cm.
Published by
Astronave - Spanish
Key words: Magic, adventure,
witches, night, deception

What if mom wasn’t really mom? What if she was a witch dressed as
a mom? What if it was a spell? But witches have a whiny voice, and
they don’t do puzzles of more than thirty thousand pieces, nor do
they sing magic lullabies... Wait a minute! What if...?

Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

14 Picture Books

Annie and the shadows
!

NEW

A tale of discovery and
adventure that will appeal
to children around the
world.
Annie is going to be the
reader's best friend, an
intrepid hamster that is
ready to face her fears.
Gorgeously illustrated by
celebrated illustrator Anna
Mongay.

Author: Clara Salitges
Illustrator: Anna Mongay
+3 years old
40 pages
Format: 23 x 29 cm.
Published by
Edelvives - Spanish
Key words: Kindness, animals,
different, acceptance

Annie is a beautiful fable starring a little hamster who, one day, angry because his brothers do not want to accompany him to make new discoveries, so she decides to go alone
to see what she finds, and it turnes out she finds Shadow .... From that moment begins
her suffering, but also her liberation when she is able to express everything she feels and
what has happened to her.
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

15 Picture Books

The big Bad Wolf
!

NEW

Do you think the Big Bad
Wolf was always so evil? Of
course not! This children's
album tells with a lot of
humor the possible origin of
his fierceness and helps the
little ones to demystify and
lose their fear of the bad guy
of fairy tales.

Author and Illustrator: Esther
Burgueño
+3 years old
40 pages
Format: 22 x 30 cm.
Published by
Edelvives - Spanish

The story explains how evil
characters can have motives
that make them be (or at
least be perceived as) evil.
A humorous tale, which
makes use of exaggeration
to amuse the little ones.

Key words: Mystery, intrigue,
resolve.

Little Wolf is bored at home and decides to go and look for his friends the Three Little Pigs, but they
live a bit far away! For the elevator ride up the 47 floors that separate their homes, the little wolf
takes a lot of supplies with him, but they don't last long!
Soon, neighbors start to enter the elevator: Alice Rabbit, Mother Goose, the Seven Little Goats... and
Little Wolf shares his food with all of them until he has nothing left. This makes him very angry, but
very angry indeed, and when he arrives at the Three Little Pigs' house, he gives a scream and a blow
that causes the foundations of the building to be blown off.
From that moment on, the Little Wolf becomes... The Big Bad Wolf!
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

16 Picture Books

The thumb
!

NEW

A delicious story about
friendship and how to
bare with it, through the
perspective of the unlikely
pairing of two very excentric
dogs.
Dynamic illustrations
that bring the action to
a move with every single
page. Readers will love the
humour their create.

Author: Iñigo Astiz
Illustrator: Mikel Valverde
+4 years old
44 pages
Format: 22 x 30 cm.
Published by
Elkar - Basque
Key words: Mystery, intrigue,
resolve.

Pintto, the same character as in the song
Pintto pintto gure txakurra da, had a little sister called Kixkur.
This is her story

Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

17 Picture Books

St-st-stutter
!

NEW

A story that will be great
to encourage readers to
understand and engange
with the difficult world of
words.
Awareness on stutterism.
A really entertaining and
engaging story that allows
readers to jump into the
story and be a part of it.

Author: Ane Labaka
Illustrator: Marine Arbeo
+3 years old
36 pages
Format: 22 x 30 cm.
Published by
Elkar - Basque
Key words: stutter, friendship,
resolve.

Ane Labaka and Marine Arbeo invite children reading this book to play at being boys
and girls whose words get tangled up on the tip of their tongue. The same thing
happens to Koldo when he plays with Laia. They start looking for a solution and then
grandfather Mateo teaches them how if we put music to the words they don't get
tied up at the tip of your tongue.

Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

18 Picture Books

Delightful Lice
!

NEW

What if Lice had their
own life? What if your
imagination created a whole
new world for them?
Imagination is what drives
children's minds, and this is
the perfect title to explore
the lengths they are able to
go.
Funny and charming
adventure in which a girl
and her lice are the main
characters.

Author: Uxue Alberdi Estibaritz
Illustrator: Ainara Azpiazu Aduriz,
Axpi
+3 years old
36 pages
Format: 24 x 22 cm.
Published by
Elkar - Basque
Key words: Lice, imagination,
kindness.

Xixili's imagination is awake even when she's asleep.
She's never alone:
Xixili's reddish chestnut hair is home to lice of different ages, appearances, trades
and origins.
But one day Xixili comes home from school with a note: WARNING, LICE! The lodgers
who live on her head and tell her stories are in danger. In fact, lice have always lived
on the heads of people all over the world. Thanks to them we know lots of louse
stories and songs.
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

19 Picture Books

What makes us special
!

NEW

A beautiful children’s
album that talks about the
importance of listening to
others.
Perfect for helping children
to work on empathy for the
needs of others.
Illustrations that reflect the
charm of many children’s
everyday life.

Author and Illustrator: Sam G.C.
+4 years old
32 pages
Format: 23 x 23 cm.
Published by
Astronave - Spanish
Key words: Empathy, charm, importance of listening

What do you do when your child is bossy? Otto is
always trying to tell people what to do and acts
like he’s the sheriff of the park, but everything
changes one day when he finds it empty... The
other children have grown tired of him!

Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

20 Picture Books

Blue 52

!

NEW

Poetic and beautifully illustrated.
Gemma Capdevila is a life-long
lover of whales and she has always
wanted to tell the tale of Blue 52.
Now she has done to extraordinary
result.

Gemma Capdevila

Gemma Capdevila is a widely
respected illustrator.
Astonishing format that emulates
the depths of the ocean when read.
Author & Illustrator: Gemma Capdevila
+4 years old
15 pages
Format: 24 x 27 cm.
Published by Cossetània - Catalan
Sold to:
Elcy - France
Neungyule - Korea
Key words: Solitude, communication,
Partnership, belonging
Material in English

Whales are extraordinary. They sing and swim
together through miles and miles of salty water.
They sing to live, they sing to talk and they sing to
travel. But there is one whale that travels alone:
Blue 52.
This is a story about the world's most enigmatic
whale of all. The whale that sings in a different
frequency than all the others and that cannot
communicate with the rest.
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

21 Picture Books

Men cry
!

NEW

Written and illustrated by Joan
Turu: committed to making
emotional education one of
the basics of education,and he
transmits this perfectly in his
books.
A really innovative way of looking
into what is growing up and the
difficult expectations we all have
for the future.

Author & Illustrator: Joan Turu
+4 years old
32 pages
Format: 24 x 27 cm.
Published by
El cep i la nansa - Catalan
Sold to:
Alma dos livros - Portugal
Brainfood -Greece
Record- Brasil
Key words: Growing up, Stereotypes
Material in English
Eligible for Institut Ramon Llull’s
Translation Grant

Nil is confused. He is getting older and knows that children grow up to
become men. But... how is it to be a man? Looking around, he watches
the family, the men on television, on the street... And he is ready, today
Nil will go to school like a man.
Let us accompany Nil on the adventure of growing up and discovering
the importance of feeling and being oneself.
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

22 Picture Books

Grandad

Raimon Portell • Lucía Serrano

Raimon Portell

!

NEW

Il·lustracions de Lucía Serrano

A beautiful tribute to grandfathers
through the eyes of grandchildren.
The story allows for a dual lecture;
that of a child and the one we have
as adults, as we glimpse into the
effects of old age.
Five different grandfathers, all of
them great, all of them with their
own story.

m

Author: Raimon Portell
Illustrator: Lucia Serrano
+4 years old
32 pages
Format: 24 x 27 cm.
Published by Bindi Books - Catalan
Key words: Growing up, Relationship
with the elderly.
Material in Catalan and Spanish
Eligible for Institut Ramon Llull’s
Translation Grant

My grandfather? My grandfather knows everything, He knows how
to make stars, he does the dishes. He can fart, and he is amazing at
riding elephants...
My grandfather is great!
There are all kinds of grandparents. There are some granfathers who
are funny and some are grumpu, taller, shorter, some are unmotivated and otherse are athletes, scientists and poets, but they all, all, love
the same thing...
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

23 Picture Books

Joel's treasures
!

NEW

An album full of sensitivity
about the importance
of taking care of the
environment and the three
Rs: reduce, reuse and recycle.
Save the environment with
Joel and the three Rs!

Author and Illustrator: Beatriz
Castro
+5 years old
32 pages
Format: 24 x 24 cm.
Published by
Astronave - Spanish
Key words: Recycling, treasures,
creativity.

Joel has a great passion: to give a second life to objects that no one
wants anymore. When he reuses his classmates’ drawings to create a
collage for the art contest at school, they laugh at him. Nonetheless, his
grandmother encourages him to continue discovering the story behind
the objects that no one uses anymore. With the help of a map that she
will give to him and his parakeet, Tomás, Joel will discover the greatest
treasure of all.
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

24 Picture Books

Mommy Issues
!

NEW

The bond between toddler and
mother is one of the strongest in
the world.
Explores the notion of how the
relationship between mother
and child begins and how strong
and endless it becomes.

Author: Marta Prada
Illustrator: Mercè Tous
+5 years old
21 pages
Format: 30 x 23 cm.
Published by
Carambuco – Spanish
Key words: Family, Bonding,
Mother and child
Material in Spanish

Sometimes Martina has to be separated from her mother,
and when that happens she feels very sad: so much
so that her grandmother says she has Mommy Issues.
Martina doesn't quite understand what Mommy issues are. Is it
serious and can it be cured? A story about the healthy and natural
bonding of a baby with her mother that will help the whole family
to get rid of the prejudices about parenting and to live this union
in a healthy and empathic way.
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

25 Picture Books

My dad's better!
!

NEW

A story about male roles and
gender stereotypes that makes
visible the affection and love
between men.
With touches of humor and
visual games.

Author: Fran Pintadera
Illustrator: Joan Turu
+5 years old
17 pages
Format: 30 x 23 cm.
Published by
Carambuco – Spanish
Key words: Family, Bonding,
Father and child
Material in Spanish and catalan

An illustrated tale about the rivalry between the two protagonists
over their fathers, and how this can become a message about the
affection between two men. A story that shows us, in a natural
and normalized way, the love and care between the two men, just
like that.
And all through the eyes of their two sons, a true revelation and
manifesto about love between men!
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

26 Picture Books

What makes us special
!

NEW

A heart-warming story that
highlights the importance of
loving ourselves as we are.
This picture book celebrates
all kinds of bodies and
particularities.
Perfect for helping children
to love themselves and that
they can dream big no matter
what.

Author and Illustrator: Marina Hernández
Ávila
+6 years old
32 pages
Format: 25.5 x 25.5 cm.
Published by
Astronave - Spanish
Key words: Family, Diversity, relationships,
adventure, day out.

Dina’s skin color is not like the other kids in
her class, Luis sometimes stutters, Ciro uses
a wheelchair and Alan wants to use she/her
pronouns... but none of that stops them from
loving themselves and be who they are. They
want to save the world from pollution, travel,
play instruments, be photographers and read
lots of books. They are all unique on their
own way and have something that makes
them special.
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

27 Picture Books

Amani
!

NEW

A story about the importance
of being true to oneself and
being guided by kindness and
friendship rather than being
a bully.
The illustrations of the
animals are colourful and full
of life.
Miguelanxo Prado is a
National Comic Prize winner
and has been translated into
more than nine languages.
Author and Illustrator: Miguelanzo Prado
+6 years old
32 pages
Format: 23 x 29 cm.
Published by
Astronave - Spanish
Key words: Kindness, animals,
different, acceptance

Amani breaks the mould: hippos are meant to be the most
dangerous animals in Africa,
but Amani is a friendly fella who
just wants to live in peace without bothering anyone.

Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

28 Picture Books

Whose tummy did I come from?
!

NEW

A great inclusive book that
presents different types of
families.
Explores curiosity in childhood,
particularly when it comes to
understanding when each of us
come from.

Author: Virginia del Río
Illustrator: Juncal Horrillo
+6 years old
35 pages
Format: 30 x 23 cm.
Published by
Carambuco – Spanish
Key words: Family, Origin,
Material in English

Five different families share
their personal stories to their
children.
Worldwide topic.

Coco, Pepa, León, Uriel, Aimé and Lucía know that children can come in many forms,
that it is important where they come from and, above all, where they arrive. And that
their families love and respect them very much.
They all feel that they have the best families in the world, because family are those
people who care for you, love you and want you in their lives, no matter what but
love.
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

29 Picture Books

The language of waves
!

NEW

Esther Gili’s vivid watercolours
are the real attraction of this
story.
In a fun approach, the issue of
control, jealousy and power
is treated in a fresh way that
is equally funny and thoughtprovoking.

Author: Magela Ronda
Illustrator: Esther Gili
+12 years old
68 pages
Format: 28 x 31 cm.
Published by:
Astronave - Spanish
Key words: Love, nature, the sea
Material in Spanish

Benefiting from Magela’s lengthy experience, and drawn with Esther’s trademark
delicate style, The language of waves is sure to be a hit with all readers. This is the
story of Cyan, protected and loved by the sea, and Elm, who has always stayed on
dry land, and how when they meet each other, the very foundations of their worlds
are shaken.
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

30 Picture Books

The thumb
!

NEW

An exquisit work of both
narrative power and delicate
illustration that dwells on
the power of loss, and it long
term effects.
An excellent book to start
a conversation on how to
overcome trauma, perhaps
through imaginaton,
perhaps building your own
answers as you find your
path to acceptance and
clarity.

Author: Asun Agiriano
Illustrator: Marina Garcia
+13 years old
44 pages
Format: 22 x 30 cm.
Published by
Elkar - Basque
Key words: Mystery, intrigue,
resolve.

While out for a walk with her grandmother, they were hit by a car. As a result, she
lost her grandmother and a finger. As the years went by, in need of an answer, the
little girl waited for the finger to grow back, with a story to make up for the loss
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

31 Picture Books

The life of monsters
!

NEW

Incredible illustrations by
Roger Olmos and evocative
texts written by David
Aceituno.
Readers end up falling in
love with these mischievous
scamps.

Author: Magela Ronda
Illustrator: Esther Gili
+12 years old
68 pages
Format: 28 x 31 cm.
Published by:
Astronave - Spanish
Key words: Love, nature, the sea
Material in Spanish

Monsters live around every corner and even on our rooftops. They go out on
Saturday nights to go dancing. Monsters live in books. They camouflage themselves
in our routine. They like going out for walks. This is a beautiful journey exploring
the different monsters that live around us. Have you ever woken up with your hair
looking like you’ve had a perm? That means Oach Oachi has been up to his tricks.
Lost a sock in the washing machine? Maybe the monster Chueca has got into your
washing machine...
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

32 Picture Books

A Mole in ancient Egypt

A Mole in my Garden
A fantastic story that invites
children to travel underground
to get to know and care for our
environment.

!
NEW

Martí Gironell is a best-selling
author that has been translated
into several languages and has
won many awards, including
the Ramon Llull Prize.

Philip the mole returns in a
hilarious and charming new
adventure.

Excellent way to introduce
ancient Egypt to young readers!

With the endearing illustrations
by Coaner Codina.
Author: Marti Gironell
Illustrator: Coaner
Codina
+4 years old
32 pages
Format: 28 x 25,5 cm.
Published by:
Estrella Polar - Catalan
Key words: Adventure,
Underground

5 editions!

Sold to:
Poland - Sideca Sp. z o.o.

Author: Marti Gironell
Illustrator: Coaner Codina
+4 years old
32 pages
Format: 28 x 25,5 cm.
Published by:
Estrella Polar - Catalan
Key words: Adventure, Egypt
Material in Catalan
Eligible for Institut Ramon Llull’s
Translation Grant

Material in Catalan
Eligible for Institut Ramon
Llull’s Translation Grant

Phillip is a mole who appears in the garden of the house of two children. The mole
tells them that he has been running through the tunnels and galleries he has made
underground for a long time and that he couldn't find his way home. It seems that
all the holes had a trap. Phillip is very sad so they want to help him, but to do so they
have to go underground. They will live an underground adventure and will discover
a whole new world. When they come back up to the surface, they will be aware of
what is under their feet and how important it is to respect it.
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

Philip the mole returns to visit the garden of his friends, Quim and Pep, and proposes
to travel in time to ancient Egypt. They will do so thanks to a magic clock that has
owns. This will allow them to live an adventure in time, to enter a pyramid and help
the pharaoh's daughter find her cat, a holy animal. And they'll learn the secret of the
Egyptian letters: the hieroglyphics.

33 Picture Books

Entangled

Illustrated album written
and drawn by Joan Turu:
committed to making emotional
education one of the basics of
education,and he transmits this
perfectly in his books.
T’has parat mai a pensar

tot el que et volta pel cap al llarg del dia?

Totes les persones tenim pensament s que ens

acompanyen arreu i a l’Anna, els seus, li agraden.

Però aquesta nit no ha dormit bé. El dia anterior va

ser complicat, els seus pensaments se li han acumulat
i no l’han deixat descansar.

Avança el matí i, tot i que ho intenta, el seu malestar

Lídia Alcázar i Noemí Fernández

Labels

Lídia Alcázar i Noemí Fernández
Il·lustracions de Seta Gimeno

Not a guide-through. The book
talks from experience as both
authors are pedagogical experts.

no millora. Els seus pensaments s’entor tolliguen
i no troba la manera de desempallegar-se’n.

Què ajudarà l’Anna a desfer l’embolic de pensaments?

de la Seta Gimeno, ens convida a connectar amb
els nostres pensaments més embolicats!

A very visual book that raises
the issue of the stereotypes and
labels that we impose on each
other and how they condition us
and prevent us from growing.

Il·lustracions de Seta Gimeno

Un àlbum proper creat per la Lídia Alcázar

i la Noemí Fernández que, gràcies a la sensibilitat

A wonderful book that depicts
that children too have difficulty
addressing intrusive thoughts.

Lively ilustrations that allow the
reader to feel the entanglement
of the main character.

ISBN 978-84-18288-19-7
www.bindibookseditorial.com

9 788418 288197

Author & Illustrator: Joan Turu
+3 years old
32 pages
Format: 24 x 27 cm.
Published by Bindi Books - Catalan
Sold to:
Alice Editions - French
Peynama - Farsi
Key words: Labels, Stereotypes
Material in English
Eligible for Institut Ramon Llull’s
Translation Grant

Neus is told that she is a little girl, a liar,
white-skinned, a champion... every day
she gets a lot of labels. Some she likes,
others make her uncomfortable, but she
realises that all of them stay forever and
she ends up fed up with so many labels!
And the fact is that Neus would just like to
... BE.
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

The stereotypes and prejudices
are a key and constant theme in
his discourse.

Author: Lidia Alcázar and Noemí
Fernández
Illustrator: Seta Gimeno
+6 years old
32 pages
Format: 24 x 27 cm.
Published by
Bindi Books – Spanish & Catalan
Key words: Anxiety, Negativity,
intrusive thought
Material in English
Eligible for the Institut Ramon
Llull’s Grant

Timely and worldwide topic at
hand

We all have thoughts that accompany us everywhere and Anna likes
them. But this night Anna has not slept well, the day before she did not
have a good day and her anxious thoughts have accumulated during
the night. The day goes on, but her discomfort doesn't improve, the
thoughts get stuck and accumulate and the girl can't find a way to get
rid of them. What will help Anna to get rid of the embolism of thoughts?

34 Picture Books

Hili (Do the dead dream?)

Martín

Acceptance, uncondicional
love and friendship.

Author and Illustrator:
Alaine Aguirre and Maite
Gurrutxaga
+7 years old
32 pages
Format: 24 x 24 cm.
Published by:
Elkar - Euskera
La Topera – Catalan and
spanish
TBD - Korean
Key words: Friendship, Autism, Acceptance, Diversity
Material in English, Euskera and Spanish

A book that shows how those
who are different from us are
actually not that far apart.

A book about the importance
of addressing death and
accepting it as part of life.

A book to trigger a
conversation about the
autistic spectrum on kids.

Filled with the curiosity of
a child, the many question
posed are what makes this a
unique title.

Winner of the Lazarillo award
for Picture books.

Martin is a special kid, and everyone treats him differently. Everyone, except for our
main character, her best friend. She likes being with Martin, even though others don't
quite understand him. She has learned to be her friend, and she loves it. The way
they talk, without words, and the way they hug, without touching each other. Martin is
different, but he is amazing, a true artist. And that's what matters.
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

Author and Illustrator:
Uxue Alberdi Estibarit
Araiz Mesanza Iturritxa
+9 years old
68 pages
Format: 24 x 24 cm.
Published by:
Elkar - Euskera
Key words: Death, Life,
acceptance
Material in English

Do the dead dream? Where do they go? Do they smell, feel pain? Do they remember
us? Is being born the oposite of being dead? Some of the questions any little one can
ask about death are presented here as an excellent approach to deal with one of life
most difficult issues; the existance of death.

35 Picture Books

Hili (Do the dead dream?)

A book about the importance
of addressing death and
accepting it as part of life.
Filled with the curiosity of
a child, the many question
posed are what makes this a
unique title.
Author and Illustrator:
Uxue Alberdi Estibarit
Araiz Mesanza Iturritxa
+9 years old
68 pages
Format: 24 x 24 cm.
Published by:
Elkar - Euskera
Key words: Death, Life,
acceptance
Material in English

Do the dead dream? Where do they go? Do they smell, feel pain? Do they remember
us? Is being born the oposite of being dead? Some of the questions any little one can
ask about death are presented here as an excellent approach to deal with one of life
most difficult issues; the existance of death.
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

36 Picture Books

Leo, King of the savanna

At home

Perfect book for working with
emotions as jealousy.

A picture book without text
that allows you to understand
fully the life of a simple man
that needs to have his world
turned upside down.

In a fun approach, the issue of
control, jealousy and power
is treated in a fresh way that
is equally funny and thoughtprovoking.

Author and Illustrator:
Mikel Garrutxaga and Maite
Garrutxaga
+6 years old
44 pages
Format: 24 x 24 cm.
Published by:
Elkar - Euskera
Key words: Jealousy, Love, Power
Material in English

Leo is a cat. But in truth, Leo is King. It's his right, and he is ready to hold on to it.
There's something about this power... No, but wait. Some beast is coming. A mighty
beast that might very well disrupt the order he has work tiressly to preserve in the
savannah. A... Baby? Only one can rule, that is the one thing Leo knows for sure.
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

Inspriational and uplifting.

Author and Illustrator:
Alessandra Ciarmela
+6 years old
23 pages
Format: 24 x 24 cm.
Published by:
Carambuco Ediciones Spanish
Key words: Routine, New
encounters, friendship

Lorenzo leads a monotonous life: his awakening, breakfast time, the bus ride,
dinner... are always the same. Unthil he meets with a funny dog. An elegant
and simple story that shows us that appearances can be deceiving (Lorenzo
doesn't have a home) and that there is always hope (Lorenzo goes to sleep
happy because he now shares his life with a dog).

37 Picture Books

My silence

Mommy
A perfect book to deal with
illness in a very organic way.

A book to help children find
a quiet spot where peace is
around them.

The benefits from this book
went to social causes and
investigation.

Highly influential authors.
Promotes self-awareness and
the re-connection with nature.

Beautifully illustrated and
masterfully written.

Author: Anna Taulé
Illustrator: Maria Gambús
+8 years old
17 pages
Format: 24 x 21 cm.
Published by:
El cep i la nansa – Catalan
Key words: Cancer, Grief,
acceptance
Eligible for Institut Ramon Llull’s
Translation Grant

Aina is ten years old and loves to cook with her mother. One day her mother
tells her that she is not feeling well, she has been diagnosed with cancer. cancer
has been detected, and all this has upset them, since they feel different they
feel different emotions that they have not felt before. Aina's mother will have to
go to the hospital but before that she proposes to her daughter to put in a small
pot all the records and things that make them feel good.
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

Author and Illustrator:
Laia Carrera and Blanca
Bravo
+6 years old
32 pages
Format: 24,5 x 24,5 cm.
Published by:
Kairós - Spanish
Sold to:
Neungyule - Korea
Key words: Peace, calm,
quiet.
Material in spanish

When noise is everywhere and silence disappears, colors go with it. The city turns
gray and so do its inhabitants. Then, a brave girl, tired of the deafening noise and
the absence of cheerful colors, sets out in search of silence. She wanders through
the fields and forests, the sea and the mountains, she asks all the animals. Despite
the difficulties, She never gives up and finally manages to find it.

38 Picture Books

The cats who observed the sleeping children
The beauty of the world
and life throug the eyes of a
couple of cats.
Awareness to the similarities
between all living creatures.

Author and Illustrator:
Pilar Pascual
+6 years old
32 pages
Format: 24,5 x 24,5 cm.
Published by:
Tramuntana - Spanish
Tramuntana - Catalan
Key words: Peace, rest,
sleeping, beauty
Material in English

Two cats are wondering about the house, but not a single
one. They walk about life, observing the humans around
them. Observing them cuddle, sleeping, resting and
dreaming. It's two worlds apart and yet they are not so
different from one another.

Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com
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40 Novelty Books
!

NEW

I Feel Good Series

With
sliders and
wheels!

The first in a series for well-being
addressed to children.
Engaging illustrations and texts that will
guide readers through the perfect routine
to connect with their inner self.
With lots of cute and funny details.
Mechanisms that show how the excerises
need to be done and performed.
Click here

Author: Chiara Patsias
Illustrator: Anna Mongay
+3 years old
12 pages
Format: 18 x 18 cm.
Material in Spanish
Available for co-edition

A series aimed at little children to enter in the world of well being, and to start being
familiar with easy exercises and the effects these may have in their every day life. Each
book will focus in further habits that, if practised when young, can really bring incredibly
noticeable benefits.
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

41 Picture Books

Clouds and scrap

Authors: Emilio del Peso and Juliana Antúnez
Illustrator. Emilio del Peso
+5 years old
44 pages
Format: 24,8 x 22,7 cm.
Published by:
Tramuntana Editorial Spanish & Catalan
Key words: Adventure, Family,
Friendship, Love, Industry
Material in Spanish and catalan
Eligible for the Institut Ramon
Llull’s Grant

Where is winter?

A wonderful way to approach the
division in society, and how we
experience it.

Where is Winter helps readers
understand the importance of taking
care of our environment.

A book about belonging and about
caring about the enviornment, as well
as our community.

We have an emotional connetion to
the world around us, and the book
allows us to discover it.

Pollution is depicted to divide social
classes and to allow the reader to
think of its dangers.

The rythms of nature are changing
with climate, and this is a perfect
example to explore those changes, and
how fast they happen.

-Scrap? Sounds like fun! But I don't know what it is. I have so much stuff! I could give
you anything you want. In exchange, though, would you give me one of your clouds?
Dario and Luna are going on a great adventure.
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

ARTOWRK NOT FINAL
Author and Illustrator: Maria
Paniagua
+5 years old
22 pages
Format: 24,8 x 22,7 cm.
Published by:
Tramuntana - Spanish
Tramuntana - Catalan
Key words: Adventure, Winter,
Home, enviornment.
Material in Spanish

Sonja has longed for winter to come. So, when she wakes up on the first day of winter only to find shining flowers, warmth and a sunny day rather than a cold breeze,
snow and the need for a scarf, she starts wondering: where is winter?

42 Picture Books

R-Boot <3

Unplaced
With illustrations and text by
the successful Joan Turu.

A poetic and evocative illustrated
album that proposes us to see the
world around us in a different way.

A book with values that
encourages dialogue and
reflection on the society
in which we want to live,
specially in the most important
subject that is love and
empathy.

Author & Illustrator: Joan Turu
+3 years old
40 pages
Format: 24 x 24 cm.
Published by:
El Cep i la Nansa - Catalan
Key words: Love, Care, Robot
Material in English
Eligible for Institut Ramon Llull’s
Translation Grant

In this book we find a society in which
people need robot to give them love
and care. This is the story of R-Boot <3,
and how he realizes that love begins
with oneself.

First children's book by Alba Dalmau,
a well-known author on the Catalan
literary scene, and Cinta Vidal, an
internationally renowned painter.

Author: Alba Dalmau
Illustrator: Cinta Vidal
+6 years old
32 pages
Format: 24 x 28,8 cm.
Published by
Bindi Books – Spanish & Catalan
Sold to: TB Publishing –
S. Chinese
Key words: World, Perspective
Material in English
Eligible for Institut Ramon Llull’s
Translation Grant

Cinta Vidal has painted murals
in different buildings all over Spain,
and has participated in expositions in
L.A, London, Hong Kong, Melbourne,
among others. She is an artist with an
international projection.

One day the world began to wobble, and everything flew away.
When the world stopped shaking, everything was out of place and my cat had
disappeared...
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

43 Picture Books

Who Will Make the Princess Laugh?

Mini Max

A story with timeless and
absurdist humour.

A cute story in which the
illustration merges with the
text in such a way that the
image tells what is not told,
encouraging imagination.

Introduces medieval characters
such as fairies, witches, elves,
magicians, with a touch of irony
and a musical and fresh text.

Author: Olga Cercós
Illustrator: Subi
+3 years old
32 pages
Format: 24 x 24 cm.
Published by:
Carambuco Edicions – Spanish
El cep i la nansa - Catalan
Key Words: Princess, Laughter, Humour
Material in Spanish
Eligible for Institut Ramon Llull’s Translation
Grant

The princess has not laughed for so long
that she can't even remember what it
takes to laugh. The king and queen are
very worried. The kings summon the
best experts in magic tricks and recipes
to make her laugh. Who will make the
princess laugh?

A book about making new
friends in unexpected ways.

Author & Illustrator: Maria Serrano
+3 years old
32 pages
Format: 28 x 22 cm.
Published by: Everest - Spanish
Key words: Friendship, Cats
Material in English

It is undoubtedly the
best tool to help parents
and teachers to instil
reading habits in children,
teaching them to think for
themselves.

An urban cat, a boy who has just moved to the big city and a lonely little girl meet in
this story. No matter how old you are, it is always hard to fit in when you are new to
a place. In those moments, the unconditional love of an animal can give comfort and
help connecting with other people who are looking for a friend.
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

44 Picture Books

Girls and Boys

Tony Nuts
A funny and touching journey
of the main character to
identify his emotions.

A book that vindicates the
freedom to be the way you
want to be, without prejudice
or conditioning.

This book shows kids that by
paying close attention and
listening to their feelings, they
can manage to discover their
own emotions and know more
of themselves.

A story that gives light about
gender roles and how it affects
little boys and girls.

Author: Pilar Serrano
Illustrator: Ana Gomez
+5 years old
36 pages
Format: 23,3 x 28,3 cm.
Published by:
Tramuntana Editorial –
Spanish & Catalan
Key Words: Stereotypes,
Equality
Material in English

Hugo likes games and activities that people say are for girls. Sara likes a sport that
people say is for boys. Should they let the opinions of others influence them? Sara
and Hugo are clear: they shouldn’t care what other people say.
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

Author: Irene Verdu
& Maria Martinez
Illustrator: Dani Garcia
+5 years old
44 pages
Format: 22 x 20 cm.
Published by:
Tramuntana Editorial – Spanish
& Catalan
Key Words: Feelings,
Self-discovery
Material in English
Eligible for the Institut Ramon
Llull’s Grant

Tony Nuts is a different kind of robot.
He has an automatic button that
signals emotions. He just needed to
press it to know which emotions he
was feeling at that moment. This way
everything was easier. Until the day
the button broke down.

45 Picture Books

You Will Be Whatever you Want to Be

Ugly?
Illustrated by Gusti, internationally
acclaimed and multiawarded.

This book show us a positive
reaction from adults to the
kid’s wishes, and gives them
the opportunity to dream and
choose freely.

Author: Sandra Alonso
Illustrator: Robert Garcia
+6 years old
32 pages
Format: 24 x 24 cm.
Published by:
Carambuco Ediciones – Spanish
El cep i la nansa - Catalan
Rights sold:
Editura Univers - Romanian
Key Words: Choices, Future, Professions
Material in Spanish

Nico cannot stop thinking about what he
will be when he grows up. One day he
wants to be a nurse and the next he decides he is going to be an astronaut. The
only thing he knows for sure is that, as
those around him always tell him, when
the time comes, he will be whatever he
wants to be.

A funny catalogue of diverse and
unique people, which makes children
think that we should be all considered
unique in our own way.

Author: Lola Casas
Illustrator: Gusti
+6 years old
60 pages
Format: 21 x 26 cm.
Published by:
Carambuco Ediciones - Spanish
El cep i la nansa – Catalan
Rights sold:
Editions Enastron – Greek
Narengi books - Persian/Farsi
Key words: Self steem, Diversity
Eligible for Institut Ramon Llull’s
Translation Grant

This book presents 45 illustrated faces. Each one of them is loud, funny, and
suggestive in its own particular way. The come along with a rhymed text by Lola
Casas and, at the end, you can find a quote by Roald Dahl, which invites to think and
reflect on: are they ugly? Or are they just beautiful and natural people?
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

46 Picture Books

All the Colours of Love

The Lovemeter

A sweet story that brings
young and old together in
the art of love

With a text in the end which
explains love to the little
ones, and defines it as a real,
alive, dynamic and conscious
emotion.

This beautifully
illustrated book talks
about one of the
most important
subjects, especially
in the times we
are living

Author: Alba Castellví Miquel
Illustrator: Cuchu
+3 years old
32 pages
Format: 24 x 28 cm.
Published by: Bindi Books - Catalan
Sold to: Wydawnictwo Jedność - Polish
Key words: Love, Feelings
Material in Catalan
Eligible for Institut Ramon Llull’s
Translation Grant

One morning Clara goes down to the park below the house and meets a
quirky painter. The girl is very attracted by the mysterious paintings that
the artist paints and every day she goes down to the park to visit her.
Thanks to this new friendship, Clara will learn to connect with her feelings, imagine what colour her loves are and discover that if we love many
people, our love becomes bigger and more colourful!
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

An illustrated album about
the concept of love that tries
to scape from the idea of
idyllic and perfect love, with a
modern edge.

Author: Rebeca Luciani
Illustrator: Rikki Arjuna
+3 years old
36 pages
Format: 24 x 24 cm.
Published by:
El cep i la nansa - Catalan
Key words: Love
Material in English
Eligible for Institut Ramon Llull’s
Translation Grant

Martina has a love meter that measures how much people love each other
and their relationships. As she grows up and the relationships become more
complex, the love meter stops working. Finally, Martina understands that love
is an emotion that is more complex or different from what the films and some
of society's messages tell us.

47 Picture Books

Things that Change
and Sometimes Scare Us

Africa and her Colours
An adventure that works with
emotions relating them to
colours.

Includes a reading guide for
parents.
A story that will help children
to accept fear as a natural part
of change processes.

Throughout the story children
will visit different places of our
planet.
A renewed edition of a book
that is very much needed and
asked for.

Author: Sonia Sanabria
Illustrator: Robert Garcia
+3 years old
44 pages
Format: 21 x 21 cm.
Published by:
Carambuco Ediciones Spanish
El cep i la nansa - Catalan
Key words: Fear, Change
Material in English

Something very important is about to change in Aleix, Ana, Lucas, Ian, and Mary´s
life. A divorce, a new brother... Since they found out, they do not know what is wrong
with them, but they feel strange and their behaviour has changed. Will they all act
the same way? What is certain is that they all have something in common: they are
afraid.
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

Author: Anna Obiols
Illustrator: Subi
+3 years old
36 pages
Format: 24 x 24 cm.
Published by:
Carambuco Ediciones - Spanish
El cep i la nansa – Catalan
Key words: Colours, Emotions,
Experiences
Materian in English
Eligible for Institut Ramon Llull’s
Translation Grant

Africa, the little elephant, was feeling very sad. Her friend, the jungle bird,
gave her an idea: to build a hot-air balloon so she could fly and discover new
horizons. He gave her five jars to fill them with what excited her the most in her
journey. That was how Africa took to the jungle the colours of the world.

48 Picture Books

Little Arthur and the Forgetful
Elephant

When Technology Kidnapped
my Family
A story full of criticism
of the way we live
immersed in new
technologies, and how
this affects the social
development
of children.

"Powerful, playful, emotional, and so
worth a place on the bookshelf”
Kirkus Starred Review

This book helps addressing memory
loss in the elderly in a cheerful and
touching way.
Little Arthur doesn’t take long to put
himself in the place of the elephant
and offers him comfort and help,
as well as company.
Author & Illustrator: María Girón
+4 years old
48 pages
Format: 22,5 x 27,7 cm.
Published by:
Tramuntana Editorial Spanish & Catalan
Sold to:
Flyaway Books – English
JUMBO Neue Mdein Verlag GmbH
– German
Editrice il Castoro – Italian
Edra Urban – Polish
Ketebe Kitap - Turkish
Key words: Memory, Family,
Friendship, Love
Material in English
Eligible for Institut Ramon Llull’s
Translation Grant

Published in 7 languages!

Arthur is a very smart boy who is always looking for new adventures where to offer
positive things. One day he ran into an elephant who couldn’t remember anything.
What will Arthur do to help the elephant?
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

Author: Pilar Serrano
Illustrator: Anna Font
+5 years old
36 pages
Format: 28 x 20 cm.
Published by:
Tramuntana Editorial - Spanish
& Catalan
Key words: Coexistence,
Technology
Material in English
Eligible for Institut Ramon Llull’s
Translation Grant

A girl who feels
disconnected from her
family and friends is
the main character
of this album, and
she makes visible the
lack of socialization
in our society due to
technology.

The protagonist of this story is not attracted to new technologies, but her family
members love them. Her sister lives on social media, her little brother doesn’t
know how to play, and her parents are always connected. What can she do?

49 Picture Books

The Painting

Do not Forbid

From the Best-Selling series Little
People, Big Dreams’ author Mª Isabel
Sánchez Vegara.

Using sense of humour, this album
offers a series of reflections for adults
and children.

Find out whose painting is the one
everyone is admiring!

Illustrated by the talented and
recognised Guridi, who has been
translated into several languages and
published a long list of best-sellers.

Author: Mª Isabel Sánchez
Vegara
Illustrator: Albert Arrayás
+4 years old
32 pages
Format: 27,5 x 37,5 cm.
Published by:
Alba Editorial – Spanish & Catalan
Rights sold:
V&R Editora – Portuguese (Brazil)
Hansol - Korean
Key words: Art, Museum, Artists
Material in English
Eligible for Institut Ramon Llull's
Translation Grant

A beautiful and big picture book that talks about a famous painting in a contemporary
museum that everyone wants to see. It is a surprising album that encourages little
kids to meditate about the meaning, the value, and the purpose of their drawings,
while makes them discover the day to day of a contemporary art museum.
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

Author: José Carlos Andrés
Illustrator: Guridi
+4 years old
32 pages
Format: 23 x 28 cm.
Published by Tramuntana
Editorial - Spanish & Catalan
Sold to:
Daekyo Co. Ltd. – Korean
Key words: Prohibitions,
Common sense, Behaviour
Material in English
Eligible for Institut Ramon Llull’s
Translation Grant

Why... why... why... Girls and boys have such a need to learn! And to play and to
laugh. And to create a better world. Why (as they would say) don't we help them
with a smile? Sometimes adults limit their natural impulses for development and
knowledge by using "textbook" answers.

50 Picture Books

The Toad who Wanted
to Become a Prince
Education, empowerment,
gender equality, all of these
and more in one book told as
a fairy tale.

Perfect book for working
with emotions as jealousy,
insecurity, sadness, and
loneliness in the childhood.

This book shows the absurdity
of sexist behaviour.

The author is a specialist in
children’s books and a teacher
with thousands of followers
in her social media, where
she gives advice for parents
and recommends books for
children.

Author: Alicia Acosta
Illustrator: Pablo Pino
+6 years old
40 pages
Format: 24 x 24 cm.
Published by:
Carambuco Ediciones Spanish
El cep i la nansa – Catalan
Rights sold:
Editura Univers Romanian
Key words: Princess,
Feminism
Material in English

Agapito is an ugly and slimy toad that thinks that he is the most handsome of the
pond. Convinced that he has a prince inside him, he searches for any princess that
is willing to kiss him and turn him into a king, no matter what it takes. What he is not
expecting is the lesson the princesses gave him: girls are smart, confident and have
things clearer that he thinks.
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

Never Stop Shining

Author: Sandra Alonso
Illustrator: Pilar Muñoz
+6 years old
36 pages
Format: 24 x 24 cm.
Published by:
Carambuco Ediciones - Spanish
El cep i la nansa – Catalan
Key words: Jealousy, Self steem
Material in English
Eligible for Institut Ramon Llull’s
Translation Grant

One night, in summer camp, Nora meets the brightest firefly of them all: Totopo.
The become inseparable and, when they are together, they shine as never before.
Will they keep shining when everything changes? A story that helps children
understand emotions as jealousy and insecurity or sadness and loneliness through
the relationship of Nora and Totopo.

51 Picture Books

I, Chloe

The Olympics
This book implicitly shows how
tenacity is important, how
companionship is basic in life
and how winning is not always
the most important thing.

Education, empowerment,
gender equality, all of these
and more in one book told as
a fairy tale.

A competition explained in
a fun way thanks to María's
amusing texts and Susana's
colourful illustrations.

This book shows the absurdity
of sexist behaviour.

Author: Noemí Prous
Gómez i Josep Santaulària
Illustrator: Tona Casas
+6 years old
19 pages
Format: 24 x 19 cm.
Published by:
El cep i la nansa – Catalan
Key words: Feelings, doubt
Eligible for Institut Ramon
Llull’s Translation Grant

Chloe is a girl who has a feeling of sadness after the separation of her parents. It is
the night of Sant Joan and she is not clear about what she feels or how to enjoy the
celebration in this context. In one of her
Blanca, Frida, Bru and Joel appear in one of his dreams, and they end up becoming
his new friends. friends. All of them have a very different character from his -and also
from each other-, but they share a common objective common objective, to help her
to accept the situation she is living, from their point of view, but also through other
very different ones. other very different and new points of view for her.
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In the Pinsapos forest the bunnies are getting ready for the big race. They all want to
win the prize that Mrs. Bermeja has cooked for them. But be careful because winning
is not always the most important thing. Together they will learn that tenacity and
companionship are the best allies for life.

